Let 5 and S' be two semigroups, each contained in a locally compact group. Under certain conditions on 5 and 5" , we shall characterize those isometric additive surjections T : M(S) -> M(S') which preserve convolution squares. Our results generalize the classical results of Wendel and of Johnson and also Patterson's characterization of isometric involutions on measure algebras.
). For each subsemigroup S of G, let M(S) be the set of all p £ M(G) that are concentrated on S. Then M(S) forms a norm-closed subalgebra of M(G). Under certain conditions on two semigroups S and S', each contained in a locally compact group, we shall characterize those isometric additive surjections T : M(S) -* M(S') which preserve convolution squares: T(p*p) = Tp*Tp. Such a T is either an isomorphism or an anti-isomorphism (as a mapping between two rings), and also either linear or conjugately linear (Theorem 7). Our characterization of such mappings generalizes not only the classical results of J. G. Wendel [14] and of B. E. Johnson [4] about isometric isomorphisms on measure algebras, but also P. L. Patterson's characterization of isometric involutions on measure algebras [7] . Our main result (Theorem 4) appears to be new even for finite groups.
Recall that a semigroup S is said to satisfy the cancellation law if x / y in S implies ax ^ ay and xa ^ ya for each a £ S. Let f:S-*S' be a mapping from a semigroup (or a ring) into another. We say that / is a semihomomorphism if it is either a homomorphism or an anti-homomorphism (f(xy) = fi(y)f(x)).
If, in addition, / is a bijection, we call / a semiisomorphism.
We begin with a purely algebraic result, which will play central role in our work. Proposition 1. Let S be a semigroup, let S' be a semigroup satisfying the cancellation law, and let x -> x' : S -* S' be a mapping such that for each x and y £ S, either (xy)' = x'y' or (xy)' = y'x'. Then x -► x' is a semihomomorphism.
Proof. We shall prove the result in five steps.
(I) (xy)' = x'y' if and only if (yx)' = y'x'. Similarly, (xy)' = y'x' if and only if (yx)' = x'y'.
To prove these, suppose (xy)' = x'y'. Then (xy2)' = x'(y')2. For, otherwise, (xy2)' = (y')2x'. Hence , ty2 i , v I (xy)'-y'= x'y'• y', or y' )zx' = (xy-y )' = \ L y -(xy)' = y' • x'y'.
Since -S" satisfies the cancellation law, it follows that (y')2x' = x'(y')2 = (xy2)' in either case. Therefore (xy2)' = x'(y')2 whenever (xy)' = x'y'. Suppose to the contrary that (xy)' = x'y' but (yx)' ^ y'x'. Then (yx)' = x'y', and so
Hence x' and y' commute in either case, which contradicts x'y' = (yx)' ŷ 'x'. The second assertion follows from the first assertion.
(II) (xyx)' = x'y'x' for x, y e 5.
First suppose (xy)' = x'y'. Then (xy2)' = x'(y')2 = (xy)' -y', as was shown in the above proof. Hence (y • xy)' = y' • (xy)' = y'x'y' by (I) with (x, y) replaced by (xy, y). By (I), we may exchange x and y in this conclusion to get (xyx)' = x'y'x'.
Next suppose (xy)' = y'x', but (xy • x)' # x'(xy)' = x'y'x'. Then we must have (xy • x)' = (xy)'x', which equals y'(x')2. Hence y'x' • y'x' = (xy • xy)' = (xyx • y)' ( (xyx)'• y'= y'(x')2-y', or = I y'-(xyx)' = y'-y'(x')2.
In either case, x' and y' commute, which yields a contradiction.
(III) Suppose x , y, zeS,
(1) (xy)'= x'y V y'x' and (yz)' = y'z'.
Then we have (xz)' = x'z'. In fact, suppose to the contrary that (xz)' ^ x'z'. Then
where the second equality follows from (I). Moreover, z' ■ x'y' • z' = iz-xy z)' by (II) and (1)
by (1) and (2) . In the first case, z'x' = x'z', which contradicts (2). Therefore we must have
and y'z' ± z'y'.
(If y'z' = z'y', then the equality in (3) would yield x'y' = y'x', which contradicts (1).) Moreover, writing zxy = z • xy and applying (1), we get (4) izxy)' = z'x'y' or x'y'z'.
From zxy = zx -y and (2), we also get
Suppose izxy)' = z'x'y'. Then z'x'y' = y'x'z' by (5) and (2); hence y'z'x' = y'x'z' by (3), so z'x' = x'z', which contradicts (2). Therefore we must have izxy)' = x'y'z' by (4) . Hence (5) shows that either x'y'z' = x'z'y' or x'y'z' = y'x'z'. In either case, we get a contradiction by either (3) or (1). Therefore (1) implies (xz)' = x'z'.
(IV) Let x £ S be given. If there exists y £ S such that (6) (xy)'=x'yVy'x', then (xz)' = x'z' for each z £ S.
To prove this, fix any y £ S satisfying (6) and any z £ S. Suppose to the contrary that (xz)' ^ x'z'. Then
Therefore (yz)' = y'z' cannot happen by (III). Hence by (8) . Therefore, in light of (7) and (8),
is the unique possibility. In particular, (xy • z)' = (xy)'z' by (6) , and so (I) ensures that (10) (zxy)' = z'(xy)' = z'x'y'.
Finally, consider the following three expansions of (yzxy)':
by (II) and (7), (12) (y-zxy)' =y'z'x'y' or z'x'y'y' by (10),
(yz-xy)' = z'y'x'y' or x'y'z'y' by (8) and (6) .
Since x'z' ^ z'x', we have y'x'z' = z'x'y' by (11) and (12) . Since x'y' ^ y'x', we also have y'x'z' = z'y'x' by (11) and (13) . But then x'y' = y'x', a contradiction.
(V) Set
If x e S and (xy)' = x'y' ^ y'x' for some y £ S, then xe^ by (IV). Hence x & A implies that, for each y £ S, either (xy)' = y'x' or x'y' = y'x', so (xy)' = y'x' in either case; hence x £ B . Thus we have proved that S = Al)B.
Suppose to the contrary that neither A c B nor B c A. Then there exist x,y £ S such that x G ^\v3 and y G B\A. Note that (xy)' = x'y'. Since S = Al) B, we have either xy £ A or xy £ B. First suppose that xy G A.
Then ze5 implies
Hence iyz)' = z'y' = y'z' for every z £ S; that is, yei, which contradicts our choice of y . Therefore we must have xy £ B . But then z £ S implies z'x'y' = z'ixy)' = ixyz) ' since xy £ B = x'iyz)' since x £ A = x'z'y' since y £ B.
Hence z'x' = x'z', so (xz)' = z'x' for every z £ S. By the definition of B , this means x G B, which contradicts our choice of x . Thus we have proved that either A c B or B c A. Since S = Al) B, we conclude that either S = A or S = B, which is nothing but the desired conclusion.
Remarks. Proposition 1 (Hua's theorem) is proved in E. Artin's book [1, pp. 39-40] for additive mappings x -► x' : S -► 5" from a field into another. However, the proof there is not applicable to our case because the additivity of x -► x' plays an essential role in that proof. For generalizations of Hua's theorem in some other settings, see N. Jacobson and C. E. Rickart [3] , W. R.
Scott [10] , and L. N. Sevrin [11] and [12] .
The following result characterizes the mappings P : S -► S' of the form Pix) = zhix) ix £ S), where h : S -» 5" is a semihomomorphism and z £ S' is an element which commutes with every element of hiS).
Corollary 2. Suppose S is a semigroup with an identity e, and S' is a semigroup satisfying the cancellation law. Then a mapping a : S -> S' is a semihomomorphism if and only if there exists a mapping p : S -> 5" such that (i) {pixy),piyx)} = {Pix)aiy),aiy)pix)}Mx and y £ S.
Moreover, if P is a mapping satisfying (i), then Pix) = /?(e)a(x) = a(x)P'e)
for each x £ S.
Proof. One direction is obvious. To prove the nontrivial direction, let a and P : S -► S' be two mappings satisfying (i). Taking x = e in (i), we get P{y) = Pie)aiy) = a{y)pie) for each y £ S. Replacing y by xy in the last representation of p , we infer from (i) that {aixy), aiyx)} = {aix)aiy), aiy)aix)} because 5" satisfies the cancellation law. Hence a is a semihomomorphism by Proposition 1, which completes the proof.
Now let G be a locally compact group, and let M(G) be the convolution measure algebra on G (cf. E. Hewitt-K. A. Ross [2] and Taylor [13] ). Recall that an L-subspace of M(G) is a closed subspace X of M(G) such that p £ M(G), v £ X, and p < \v\ implies p £ X [13] . For each E c G, let L° be the interior of E and let MiE) be the set of all p £ M(G) that are concentrated on er-compact subsets of E (depending on p). Thus M(E) is an L-subspace of MiG), and if £ is a subsemigroup of G, then M(E) is also a subalgebra of MiG). Let Xg be a left Haar measure on G, and let
In the sequel, let G and G' be two locally compact groups, and let S and S' be (not necessarily closed) subsemigroups of G and of G', respectively. Definition 3. (a) A net (p") in M(G) is said to be tight if it is norm-bounded and if for each e > 0, there exists a compact set K c G such that eventually \p"\iG\K)<e (M. Loeve [6] ).
(b) Let X c MiG) and p £ MiG). A tight net for p in X means a net ipn) in X which is tight as a net in M(G) and converges to p in the weak-*
topology of M(G). (c) Let X c M[G)
. A mapping A : X -» A/(G') is said to be H'g/zl/y continuous if whenever p G X and (p") is a tight net for ^ in I, then Apn -* Ap in the weak-* topology of MiG').
Let CiG) be the space of all bounded continuous functions on G. It is a well-known fact that if p £ MiG) and (/i") is a tight net for p in M(G), then pn -> P in the weak topology of M(G) induced by CiG) (cf. [6] ).
In order to give a motivation for our next result, let A : 32 -> 32' be an additive mapping from a ring into another which preserves squares. Then we may apply A to both sides of xy + yx = (x + y)2 -x2 -y2 to obtain (I) Aixy + yx) = iAx)Ay + iAy)Ax.
In other words, A preserves Jordan products. Now fix any z' G 32' which commutes with every Ax (x G 31), and define Bx = z'(Ax) for x £ 32.
Then (I) ensures that (J') Bixy + yx) = iBx)Ay + iAy)Bx.
Our next result shows that, under certain strong assumptions on A and B, (J') implies (I) and B is obtained in the above fashion (and much more). Then S is necessarily closed, and there exist a unique continuous homomorphism y : S -» T and a unique continuous semi-isomorphism a from S onto a closed subsemigroup of G' such that either
In particular, A is a semihomomorphism which is either linear or conjugately linear. Moreover, there exists a unique c £ T and a unique z £ G' such that Bp = (c8z) *Ap = (Ap) * (c8z) for each p £ M(S).
To prove this result, we need three lemmas. The first one of them is well known and so we shall only give a sketchy proof to it. (ii) For p £ M(G), / G C(G), and y G G, set (p • f)(y) = J f(xy) dp(x). Then p-fi £ C(G) and \(p • fi)(y)\ < \\p\\M\\ f \\u for each y G G. Now Suppose A is a norm-continuous injection, C is a bounded mapping, and C(M(S)) is weak-* closed in M(G'). Then S is necessarily closed in G and C is tightly continuous.
Proof. Given v £ M(S), MiS) has a tight net (i/") for v. Since C is a bounded mapping, (Ci/") is a norm-bounded net in MiG'), so it has a weak-* cluster point v' £ MiG'). To prove v £ MiS) and Cv = v', fix any 
(i).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Now CiMiS)) is weak-* closed in MiG'); hence there exists a £ MiS) such that Co = v'. Since A is injective, it follows from (*) and (1) that
For each x £ S°, MaiS) has a tight net for 8X . Therefore (2) combined with Lemma 4.1(i) ensures that 8X * (v -a) + (v -a) * 8X = 0 for each x G 5"°. But S° is obviously a semigroup and S° ^ 0 by hypothesis. It follows from Lemma 4.2 that v -o = 0; hence v = a £ MiS) and Cv = v'. As v' was an arbitrary weak-* cluster point of the norm-bounded net (Cvn) in M(G'), we conclude that Cv" -> Cv weak-*. Thus we have confirmed that M(S) = MiS) and C is tightly continuous. In particular, S is closed in G, which completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 4. (I) Let x G S be given. Then there exists a unique y(x) £ T and a unique a(x) £ G' such that (1) A(8x) = y(x)8a{x).
Similarly, there exists a unique /(x) G T and a unique P(x) £ G' such that
To confirm these facts, note that two bounded measures p and v are mutually singular if and only if \\p ±v\\ = \\p\\ + \\v\\ (S. Kakutani [5] ). Since A is an additive isometry, it follows that A preserves the mutual singularity of measures. Moreover, A(M(S)) is an L-subspace of MiG') by (ii). Therefore the support of A(8X) is a singleton and ||^4(r5x)|| = ||^|| = 1. Hence there exist a unique y(x) £ T and a unique a(x) £ G' satisfying (1). The proof for B is the same.
(II) The function y : S -> T is a homomorphism and a : S -► G' is a semihomomorphism. Moreover, x(x) = X(e)y(x) and P(x) = P(e)a(x) = a(x)P(e) for each x £ S. (Later, we shall show e £ S.)
In fact, let x, y £ S be given. Then X(xy)8B{Xy) + x(yx)8B(yx) = Bi8xy + 8yx) by (2) (3) = iB8x) * iA8y) + iA8y) * iB8x) by (J) = Xix)yiy){8B(X}a(y) + Sa(y)B(x)} by (1) and (2).
Hence x(xy) = x(yx) = x(x)y(y) and {P(xy),P(yx)} = {P(x)a(y),a(y)P(x)}. To see these, we first argue as in (I) to get A(i8x) = y'(x)8a,{x) for some y'(x) £ T and some a'(x) £ G'. By comparing the norms of both sides of A(8X + i8x) = y(x)8a{x) + y'(x)8a,(x), we see that a(x) = a'(x) and y'(x) = ±iy(x). Hence, for each fixed x £ S, either (IV) S is closed (hence e £ S by (i)), each of a, P, y, x is continuous, and a is a semi-isomorphism onto a closed subsemigroup of G'.
In fact, S is closed by Lemma 4.3. To prove the continuity of a and y, suppose (x") is a convergent net in 5 with limit x. Then (8Xn) is a tight net for 8X in M(S). Since A is tightly continuous by Lemma 4.3, it follows that A(8X") -* A(8X) weak-*. In light of (1), this means that y(x") -> y(x) and a(xn) -» a(x). Hence both y and a are continuous, and so both x and P are also continuous by (II). Now a is a semihomomorphism; hence a(S) is a subsemigroup of G'. Moreover, a is an injection by (1) since A is an additive injection. To prove that a(S) is closed in G', let x' G G' be a cluster point of a(S). Then there exists a net (x") in S such that a(x") -» x'. By (1), this means y(x")A(8x") = 8a(Xn) -► 8X, weak-* .
Since A(M(S)) is a weak-* closed subspace of M(G'), it follows that 5X> £ A(M(S)).
It is now obvious from the proof of (I) that x' = a(x) for some x £ S. Hence a(S) is closed in G'. Hence A is linear and satisfies condition (a) in Theorem 4. It is easy to check that A is a homomorphism (resp. an antihomomorphism) if and only if a is a homomorphism (resp. an antihomomorphism). Moreover, writing c = x(e) and z = P(e), we have B(8X) = x(x)8P(x) by (2) = cy(x)8za(x) by (II) = c82 * y(x)8a{x) = c8z * A(8X) = A(8X) *c8z by (1) and (II) .
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Since A satisfies (4.A), B must satisfy (4.B) by (III) . Hence an argument similar to the above one shows that (6) Bp = c8z * Ap = (Ap) * c8z Vp G M(S).
If A satisfies (5.A), then we can similarly show that A is conjugately linear and satisfies (b), and (6) lim sup \\8a{Xri) *Ap-8a(x) * Ap\\ < 2\\p\\ n whenever (x") is a net in S such that a(xn) -* a(x). Then a is an (injective) homeomorphism. Proof. We shall only confirm the result for the case that a is a homomorphism. Replacing A by p -> A(yp), we may suppose y = 1. Thus x £ S and p £ M(S) implies A(SX * p) = A8X * Ap = 8a(X) * Ap . Now suppose that the continuous bijection a : S -> a(S) is not a homeomorphism. Then there exists x £ S such that a~x is not continuous at a(x). Since S is a closed subset of the locally compact space G, it follows that for each neighborhood V of a(x), a~x(V) has noncompact closure in G. Therefore S has a net (x") such that a(x") -» a(x) but (x") recedes to the point at infinity in the one-point compactification of G. Fix any p £ MiS). Then 8Xn * p and 8X * p are eventually concentrated on "almost disjoint" sets; hence ||£c" * /i -Sx * p\\ -» 2||p||. Since A is an additive isometry, it follows that 2||p|| = lim\\Ai8Xn * p -8X * p)\\ n = lim \\8a{Xn) * Ap -8aix) * Ap\\.
Since p £ MiS) was arbitrary, this contradicts our additional assumption, which completes the proof. In other words, T is the adjoint mapping of D. Moreover,
by induction. Therefore Tn = I if and only if a and x satisfy (ii) and (iii), which completes the proof.
We say that a measurable subset E of G is Haar-perfect if each relatively open nonempty subset of E has positive Haar measure. An example of a Haar-perfect closed subsemigroup with nondense interior is obtained by taking G = R and S = E U [2, oo), where E is any nonempty Lebesgue-perfect compact subset of [1, 2] with empty interior. To this end, choose and fix any p0 £ M(S) such that apo > 0 for some nonzero aeC.
Let v £ Ma(S) be any probability measure; such a v exists by (i). Since Ma(S) is a two-sided ideal in M(S) and each of A and B is an isometry, we infer from (1) that 2||p0|| = ||j"o *v + v* poll = \B(po * v + v * p0)|| <2||5'po||-MHI = 2||fi'po||, and so ||B'p0|| = IIPoll • Next choose any net (p") in Ma(S) such that ||p"|| < ||poll for each n and p" -► po weak-* . Such a net is necessarily a tight net [6] . Hence Bpn -> B'p0 weak-* by the tight continuity of B' (or by the definition of B') and \\Bpn\\ = llPnll < IIPoll = ll-#'/«o|| for each n . Therefore (Bpn) is a tight net for B'po in Ma(S"). It follows from the tight continuity of i?~ that (2) B~(B'p0) = *-UmB~(Bpn) = *-limp" = p0.
Since po £ M(S) was an arbitrary measure such that apo > 0 for some nonzero a £ C and since each of B~ and B' is real-linear, we infer from (2) [7] .
(ii) The author has been unable to remove the assumption "e G 5"' in Theorem 4 and in Theorem 9. However, he conjectures that the isometry condition on A (and on B) can be replaced by the weaker condition that A is an injection with ||^4|| < (1 + \/2)/2. This conjecture is based upon the author's result [9] on idempotent measures and W. Rudin's observation in [8, 4.6.3(c) ].
(iii) Let G be an arbitrary locally compact group, and let AT be a compact infinite group. Define Ap = Bp = p x k for p £ M(G), where k is the norm-one Haar measure on K. Then A is a linear isometric isomorphism of M(G) onto a weak-* closed subalgebra of M(G x K). However, there exist no mappings y, a as in the conclusion of Theorem 4. Hence the "L-subspace" assumption in Theorem 4 is not superfluous. (vi) The Referee's Proof of Lemma 4.2: Let Ty(p) = 8y_x * p * 8y . Then Ty(p) = -p for y = x and x2 by (*). Hence p = Tx(-p) = TxTx(p) = -p, and so p = 0, as desired.
